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In this edition of NICTA News we look at whether more STEM education will stop robots from taking our jobs, the benefits of smart parking, and how Peter Leihn, NICTA’s Director of Environment and Director of NICTA Victoria, is using his energy to produce sustainable ideas.

Bill Simpson-Young and Dr Terry Percival demonstrating NICTA’s National Map project to the Hon. Victor Dominello, Minister for Innovation and Better Regulation.

News

‘Connecting’ one event at a time

In April, the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre played host to CONNECT 2015, an expo about how technologies will CONNECT in the future to change the way we do business.

Read more

CeBIT 2015

Three days. 450 exhibitors. Eight conferences. Welcome to CeBIT 2015, of which NICTA was an innovation partner.

Read more

Research Focus

Think more STEM education will protect our jobs from robots? Think again says Optimisation Research Group Leader Prof. Toby Walsh...

Read more

Business Focus

The benefits of Smart Parking are a step closer for Canberrans with the ACT Government engaging NICTA on the Smart Parking trial.

Read more
Staff Profile

Peter Leihn - using his energy to produce sustainable ideas
Peter Leihn may be relatively new to NICTA, but with a career that spans over 25 years, he’s no stranger to the world of ICT.

Read more

People & Achievements

Visit our News section to learn more about what NICTA’s people are achieving, both in Australia and on a global scale.

Read more

Upcoming Events

**2-4 JUN**
Introduction to Functional Programming
@NICTA Canberra Lab

**25-27 AUG**
iAwards 2015
Celebrating innovation in ICT - to be held in Melbourne

See More events

Celebrate innovation at the State iAwards
Register Today

iAWARDS